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Diana mod 5 - arcade model?
September 9 2011 at 6:52 PM

Garvin

This unusual Diana mod 5 came up on egun recently. It has a fixed block rearsight near the breech and a non-standard front sight fixed to a large diameter band. 
 

I asked Prof John Griffiths, author of the Encyclopedia of Spring Air Pistols, about it and he said: 
 

"I'm pretty sure that it is one that has been factory modified for an arcade shooting game (early "Arizona"?) The very basic rear sight which has been moved forwards, together with the strange muzzle band are very suggestive, and the fact that the pre-wa
5's and post War plastic grip Diana 5's are well known as customised arcade pistols suggests an element of continuity." 

 
He adds that if this identification is correct, this pistol would be the first documented example of a post-War "Bergmannised" wood grip model. 

 
On page 381 of John's book there are illustrations of post-War plastic grip Diana 5 and 6 pistols used in arcades. They were fitted with clip-on telescopic sight that was reversed to make the target seem further away and to make the game more challenging
explains. 
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T H Bergmann arcade pistol Diana mod 5 DRP O

Here is a pre-WW2 Bergmann Diana mod 5 spotted at an arms fair. With thanks to Alan for permission to take these pics. 
 

The pistol is in pretty worn condition - as most of these guns would have been after a hard life attached to an arcade machine. But it has Bergmann stamped on top of the cylinder and has the aiming tube intact (although the 
absent) as well as the muzzle attachment piece. The calibre is apparently about .20 smoothbore. 

 
Further down this post are some pics I was sent of a post-WW2 Bergmann "Arizona" firing range, which gives an idea of what the DRP pistol would have been used for. 
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 Chuck Jordan
 (Login chuckjordan2)

 Vintage Diana forum moderator

Arcade Nov

If I could only find that arcade game, that would be cool. I'd be out of dimes! 
 

Ahh, eGun (or should I say eGun withdrawl...)
 

Chuck

 
 Res

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

A couple more arcade pistols Dec

Here's a couple more that have sold on eGun recently. 
 

Prof Griffiths says the pre-War DRP one may not necessarily be missing the trigger guard, since they were sometimes produced like that for shooting booths. 
 

The post-War plastic stocked mod 5 is unusual because it does not have a Bergmann stamp. It is stamped with "Dianawerk Rastatt" and "Arizona", according to the seller. It is a .22 calibre and the optic cover is marked with th
I read the seller's description correctly, see below for original). 

 

DRP: 
 

 

Post-War: 
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eGun description: 
 

Ich Biete hier eine absolut seltene Pistole an, sie ist sehr interessant für Sammler zum Zustand der Waffe, dass Griffstück ist in einem guten Zustand keine Risse oder andere Beschädigungen es ist wie m
sieht Farbe abgegangen die kann man leicht mit Modelbau Farbe erneuern. Ich wollte es nicht machen wegen den Sammlern und es im Original halten, die Brünierung ist Top zu 98% erhalten nur kleinst
Feder Stark merkt man beim Spannen, der Druck ist gut kein Rost. Ich möchte jetzt einiges zur Pistole sagen ich habe folgendes herausgefunden sie muß wohl vom Zeitraum Ende 1950 Anfang 1960 sein
Spezialanfertigung der Firma Dianawerk Rastatt für die Verwendung im einen Schießautomaten. Die Zieloptik ist umgekehrt und dient als Verkleinerungsoptik es Simuliert dass Schießen auf größere Dist
durch die Optik über Kimme und Korn gezielt es steht der Firmennamme Staeble drauf. Die Waffe hat dass Kaliber 22, ist 41 cm lang, man sieht an der Mündung die Spezielle Vorrichtung für den Schießa
ansonsten Befindet sich keine Fertigungsnummer auf dem Teil sondern Dianawerk Rastatt und die Bezeichnung Arizona also dass Teil ist in einem Super Zustand Funktionen einwandfrei außer die fehlen
Anutzung am Griffstück ist sie Top und wie ich herausgefunden habe sehr selten, viel Spaß beim bieten. 

 

Google Translation: 
 

I'm not offering an absolutely rare gun, it is very interesting for collectors to the condition of the weapon that grip in good condition no cracks or other damage is there is like one in the pictures looks Color departed can be eas
Hobby Color . I did not make it because of the collectors and keep it in the original, the top is browning to 98% receive only tiny rust scars that you notice when heavy spring tension, the pressure is good, no rust. I want some
following to the gun I've found they must surely be the end of 1950 early 1960 period, the weapon is a special model of the firm Diana Rastatt plant for use in a shooting machine. The objective lens is reversed, and it serves a
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system that simulates shooting at greater distances, there is the appearance of iron sights on it specifically, it is the Firmennamme Staebler. The weapon has that caliber 22, is 41 cm long, is seen at the mouth of the special de
machine, otherwise there is no serial number is on the part but Diana Rastatt plant and the name of Arizona so that part is in a good condition functions perfectly except the lack of color by Anutzung on the handle top and it's 
rarely offer a lot of fun. 
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This message has been edited by Garvin2 on Dec 12, 2011 12:44 AM
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Always something to learn here.... Dece

Garvin, interesting find there. Arcade pistols. 
 

What are your plans for them? Get them in working condition or leave them as is for conversational pieces? 
 

Chuck
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

Another pre-WW2 Bergmann/Diana mod 5 arcade pistol Dec

With thanks to Dave for these pics. It looks to be in unusually good condition. 
 

 

 

The pistol above is 5.3mm calibre. 
 

With reference to these arcade pistols, Prof John Griffiths, author of The Encyclopedia of Spring Air Pistols, said on the Airgunbbs.com: 
 

"You have to remember that all these shooting game pistols are German and so calibres are going to be metric. Over the period that these games were popular (about 1920 to the 1960’s) the specialist German airgun distribut
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and darts in a remarkable range of calibres, the most frequently listed being 4, 4 ½ , 5, 5 ⅓, 5 ½, 6, 6.2, 6 ⅓ and 6 ½ mm. 5mm equates to about 0.2 in and 5 ⅓ mm equates to about 0.21 and so it is quite feasible that both 
arcade guns. To complicate matters I have an EM-GE Herkules pistol that was adapted to shooting games, and this has the calibre 5.28 mm stamped on the side. Use of these odd calibres was a deliberate attempt to stop punt
own ammunition along, so that they had to buy the pellets from the machine. 

 
An interesting feature of these guns with their reversed telescopic sights is that the scope not only makes the target look farther away, but at the same time the gun can still have normal open sights, as the scope keeps them 
course once a shooting game was scrapped, the guns could still be used for target practice if the telescopic sight tube was removed. This explains why the optics tube rarely survives with these pistols." 

"\"xSQ4Z)FI\\t\""
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